Theresa Town Bilingual Hungarian – English, Hungarian – German Elementary School and Pedagogic Centre
4 Sándor Pethő str. Budapest, 1065
Theme of Project: Humour
Project timeframe: 20 lessons
Place: School & Summer Camp, Balatonmária
Target group: 14-year-old learners; 12 pupils
Language level: B2
Language competence: Ls
¾ read, create & interpret jokes
¾ understand the main points of a text
¾ understand texts with double meaning
¾ can speak about the given topic
¾ express, accept, reject ideas
¾ share opinions
¾ create situation on different topics
¾ act out jokes/ short plays
¾ make research on humour
Cross-circular links of the Module
¾ Drama
¾ Art
¾ Psychology
¾ Sociology

Main activities

Skills
Language input

Organisation

Time

Materials &
resourses

Evaluation

HUMOUR IN OUR
LIFE
I) Introduction of Jokes
lines
the topic

divided

3 lessons

by

Jokes on slips of
paper

1) Do you
laughing?

like Pupils choose a slip Pair work
&
learn
the
sentence on it
a) Warming up – Then go round the
Drama activity & class and say the
same sentence to
memory game
everybody & listen
to
the
others’
sentences.
If they think their
sentences
fit
together, they stand
next to each other
b) Acting out the Cooperation
Body language
joke
by
using Mime game
metacommunication

Pupils find each
other by telling the
lines of the jokes

The whole body
Guessing the joke
Pair work

c)
Instructions Guessing game
Creativ thinking
about jokes:
Characters

Copy book
Pen, pencils

Place
Topic
What’s happening?
d) Performing the Acting out
jokes

Whole group in a 2 lessons
circle

Acting out the jokes
Watching
other

e) Did you like the
jokes? Give a score
– to each pair and
their play (from 1-6.
6 is the best)

Expressing opinions
Evaluate
others’
work

f) What made you Brainstorm
laugh?

2) Definition of
humour
a)
Guided
questions

b) What is
mechanism?
c)
Forms

each

Where does the Group work
term derive from?
How does it work?
What kind of social
function does it
have?
What does „sense
of humour” mean?
Collective thinking

its Mindmap
of Create situations on

A4 paper
pens, crayons

Creating 3 groups
by
chance–
3
dirrerent signs on
the slips

1 lesson

Groupwork
2 lessons

Using the Internet

Making a list

verbal
Group1
appearance
visual
Group 2
Situation games
&
physical Group 3
d) Main topics &
humour
characters
3) Collection of
jokes on different
topics
(pupils’
favourites)

Groupwork

2 lessons

4) Listening to
each others’ jokes
Choosing the best
ones
Designing
the
scenery
Choreography
Music
Acting out
5) Acting out

Computer
Designing a poster

2 lessons

Designing a poster

Evaluate the jokes
Pupils
vote
themselves and the
other groups

2 lessons

6)
Outstanding
representatives of
British humour:
comedians,
actors, films

Collecting materials Individual research
Own Research
Constructing
a
Presentation

Rowan Atkinson –
as Mr. Bean

Individual research

Mr. Bean (a film, or
comedy)

Whole
together

2 lessons

Using the Internet

Watching
each
others’ Power point
Presentation
Evaluate
each
others’ works

1 lesson

group 3 lessons

Watching one of
Mr.Bean’s
comedies or films

Jokes
Doctor: - Did you drink the medicine after your
bath?
Patient: - After drinking the bath I didn’t have
too much room for the medicine.
Mother: - Now Poppy, eat your greens, they’re
good for growing children.
Soppy Poppy: - But who wants to grow
children?
Teacher: - Sam, why are you always late for
school?
Sam: - Because you always ring the bell before I
get in.
Guest: - Waiter! What’s that fly doing on my
sorbet?
Waiter: - Learning to ski.
- Why does a witch ride on a broomstick?
- Because a vacuum-cleaner is too heavy.
- What does a monster do, when he loses his
hand?
- He goes to a second-hand shop.

